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Thailand’s Vision: Security – Prosperity – Sustainability

• Space for Societal Security – Food, Water, Health, Land, Trafficking, etc.
• Space Economy – Global Space Industry Value Chain, Space and Aviation Industrial Linkages, etc.
• Space for Sustainability – Natural Resources and Environment, Sociae Equity, Disparity Reduction, etc.
Principles, Ways and Means

- Innovation Based and Value Creation
- Clustering + Connectivity + Co-creation
- National Space Strategy 2016-2035
- Beyond Geo-Informatics but toward Area-based/Geo-Intelligence Platform for Actionable Intelligence Policy (AIP)
Thailand National Space Strategy 2016-2035

1. Space Security
   - Contribute

2. Space for Sustainability
   - Engage and Participation

3. Space Economy
   - Service and Manufacturing

4. Space Research and Innovation
   - Invest on Human

5. Space Capacity Building and Strengthening
   - Leverage

6. International Space Cooperation
   - Contribute
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